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Descriptive Inventory

SC 2135   BOWLING Green, Kentucky – Water-Sewer-Sanitation Commission

1 folder. 2 items. 1964. Original, typescript.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC    BOWLING Green, Kentucky –  Water-Sewer-Sanitation Commission
2135   1964

Letter from Allen A. Ball, Commission engineer, to Mayor James H. Topmiller, and minutes of meeting between Commission and contractor to discuss citizen complaints over inconveniences caused by sewer expansion project.

1 folder. 2 items. Original, typescript.
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Ball, Allen A., 1908-1979
Engineers – Ball, Allen A., 1908-1979
Municipal government – Bowling Green
Sewerage – Bowling Green
Topmiller, James H., 1898-1964 – Letter to
Topmiller, James H., 1898-1964 – Relating to
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